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Questions?
Call Toll Free
1.866 . 684 . 6986
or visit us on the web at
www.northstarglass.com

New Color
Hello and welcome back to the
Northstar Newsletter. We hope
everyone has had a good start to
their New Year. Here at Northstar
we have been busy working on our
newest color NS-91 Ninja.
NS-91 Ninja is the newest color to
be added to our color pallet. It’s a
very soft and smooth navy blue based black (as opposed to NS-33
Turbo Cobalt’s brighter cobalt blue
shade.) One benefit of Ninja is it's
tendency to not over reduce or
turn gray like Turbo sometimes
can.
Ninja should be worked in
a neutral to oxidizing flame.
It works well in both encased
and unencased applications. The
working properties of Ninja are
very similar to those of NS-76
Onyx. NS-91 Ninja works well
for all applications, especially
tubing and solid work.
Ninja is a great replacement for
NS-16 Black and NS-35 Black
Hole, which we are no longer
producing due to their hazardous
raw chemical make up.
The marbles in these photos
demonstrate the intense black of
NS-91 Ninja, and the nice contrast
to brighter colors such as NS-54
Star White.
We hope Ninja can give
your work a new kick!
See reverse side for more
Northstar News.

6 Dichroic Galaxies Marble
Marbles by:

Colors: CBS Rainbow A
and NS-91 Ninja.

Josh Sable

NS-91 Ninja
Figure 2:
Small Diamond
Murrinis Twist Marble
Colors: NS-54 Star White
and NS-91 Ninja.

Figure 3:
Semi Wig/Bow Tie Marble
Colors: NS-54 Star White
and NS-91 Ninja.

Figure 4:
White Reticello
with Raked Backside
Colors: NS-54 Star White,
NS-91 Ninja, NS-49 Dark
Blue Amber Purple and
NS-86 Garnet.

NS-91 Ninja is a nice, soft, smooth Black color. When thinned, you get a transparent dark blue
shade. Ninja is very easy to work with. This color is great for tubing and solid work. It works well
unencased and encased. It is best to use a neutral to oxidizing flame when working unencased.
-Josh Sable

Managing the many components of a business is a continuing
challenge. We must provide our marketplace with quality product;
but in addition, we must also support that marketplace to the best of
our ability. The critical components of providing and supporting must
tie together with all the other elements of the business operation.
Good competition is good. Northstar has valued our competition
with Glass Alchemy. That competition has positively contributed
to our marketplace.
Additional competitors have now entered the world of colored
borosilicate glass. Several individuals including Suellen Fowler and
Paul Trautman contributed to the growth of colored borosilicate glass
and the reason for Northstar to manufacture and distribute this product.
That was some 15+ years ago. Today we have additional competitors
in the Northwest, not to mention the competition from outside
the United States.
I believe that at any given time there can be too much competition in
a marketplace. Without a doubt, it will all play out. The end consumer
of colored borosilicate glass makes that decision. The end consumer
supports those entities that most contribute to positively making the
world of colored borosilicate glass a better place for them in which
to operate.
As always, we do appreciate that support. We are challenged to maintain
it, along with all the other challenges of operating a business. And we
thank you for that support.
-Charles

Here at Northstar we have been
going through some forced changes.
Due to the closure of the factory
of our base glass source, we have
had to change sources of our base
glass supplier. This has effected the
production of some of our colors.
Those colors may be on backorder
for longer than what is normal for
us. We hope to fix any problems
this may cause in the future.
Thanks for your understanding.
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